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1 Context of ColectivoTerra Vita S. de R.L. 

1.1 Urban development in Aguascalientes 

Aguascalientes is the capital city of the State of Aguascalientes, which is one of the smallest 

states in Mexico. However, taking advantage of its characteristics, it is usually a place for 

prototypes of new federal policies.  

The municipality of Aguascalientes is located between 22°05’ and 21°37’ North Latitude 

and 102°03’ and 102°36’ West Longitude (INEGI, 2009). Being located in a semi-arid 

climate defines the availability of materials and its environmental conditions. The most 

important economic relationships, industrial and commercial activities, are with the 

neighboring municipalities of Jesús María, San Francisco de los Romo and Asientos in the 

north; Asientos, El Llano and the State of Jalisco in the East; State of Jalisco in the south; 

State of Jalisco and municipalities of Calvillo and Jesús María in the West (INEGI, 2009).  

Aguascalientes has experienced an important demographic growth in the last 45 years 

(384%) accounting for 181.277 inhabitants in 1970 and 877.190 inhabitants in 2015, mainly 

due to national and international migration (INEGI, 2016). This situation has been reflected 

in the construction sector, especially housing sector, which increased 88% between 1995 

and 2015. 

1.2 Current demands in the housing sector 

The fast demographic growth has had an effect on the planning of the urban development 

of Aguascalientes. The city has grown in rings, called contours U1 (intra-urban), U2 (green) 

and U3 (blue), which are determined by their level of urban consolidation through the access 

of its inhabitants to sources of employment, infrastructure services, equipment and mobility 

(CONAVI, 2017). The U1 is a consolidated urban area with access to employment, 

equipment and urban services; the U2 is an area in consolidation process with infrastructure 

and urban services of water and drainage (greater than 75%); the U3 are contiguous zones 

to the urban area, peripheral belt to the urban area defined according to the size of the city. 
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Figure 1 Intra-Zone U1 

 
Source: CONAVI (2017) 

Figure 2 First-Contour U2 

 
Source: CONAVI (2017) 
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Figure 3 Second-Contour U3 

 
Source: CONAVI (2017) 

One of the main problems recognized is the need to build new settlements to satisfy the 

demand in the housing sector. However, efficiency in the use of available areas is rather 

low, due to the existence of vast empty areas within and surrounding the city. The lack of 

research on these topics often caused speculation and inefficient use of land, urban 

infrastructure and services (IMPLAN, 2015). From planning, municipalization to subsequent 

maintenance stages, it is required to be aware of political, economic and environmental 

facts. 

Another effect of the unplanned urban development is fragmentation of the urban structure 

with defined zones according to socioeconomic differences, affecting social cohesion and 

diversity (IMPLAN, 2015). 

In general, from a global and environmental perspective, according to the International 

Agency of Energy (2008), residential CO2 global emissions represent approximately 17.8 

% of total global direct CO2 emissions (11.3% coming from the electricity use and heating 

systems, and 6.5% coming from combustion, related to cooking and heating water). These 

emissions have not only a direct impact on the well-being of the citizens but also on its 

environmental conditions. Finally, on a national scale, the National Ecology Institute 

estimated in 2006 that the housing sector in Mexico produces 32% of the greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions. 

1.3 Opportunities 

The need to build new settlements, driven by population growth and high demand on the 

housing sector, the availability of land and the need to adapt the design to fulfil the principles 

envisioned by the Institute for Municipal Planning regarding sustainable settlements, opens 
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an opportunity to our company to bring innovative and integrative solutions. To bring 

innovative solutions means the promotion of new paradigms and schemes in the housing 

sector, to adapt old approaches into new requirements by innovation and multidisciplinary 

co-creation. 

This context fosters the possibility to our company to contribute to sustainable economic 

growth of Aguascalientes, through consultancy and assessment of specific settlement 

projects. This is possible due to our experienced professional staff, who has already 

developed housing projects multinational and local contexts. 

Specifically, one of our strengths that helps us to fulfil current housing needs, is knowledge 

on sustainable materials for construction, produced with a low environmental impact during 

their manufacture process. We have also expertise on how to improve installation and 

maintenance with a mixture of technology and natural (earth, cork, bamboo, adobe, wood) 

materials. Finally, environmental aspects as wind, orientation, sources and flows of food, 

water and energy are also considered in our design. 

.
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2 Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R.L. 

2.1 Vision 

To foster the development of sustainable settlements under integrative designs, considering 

the reciprocity between production systems and consumption, thus enhancing the nexus 

between the city of Aguascalientes and Nature through the use of green technologies. 

2.2 Mission 

To become a leader consultancy company in Aguascalientes by offering new approaches 

to the design of sustainable settlements with focus on reducing construction costs through 

the concept of bio-construction and increasing energy, materials and water efficiency.  

2.3 Goal 

To design construction plans, integrating waste treatment, water management, green 

technologies and landscaping design at the scale from residential developments to single 

houses. 

2.4 Organigram 

The main goal of Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R.L is to make profit through the assessment 

and design of human settlements. 

The functional organization of our company, as shown in figure 4, is structured in two main 

areas, which are the operative and the managerial. 

The profile of the people working in the operative area must contemplate as the fundamental 

required skills and knowledge: sustainable design, urban planning, traditional and modern 

building. On the other hand, employee in the managerial area should be people with a profile 

which include leading, marketing and negotiation skills and knowledge.  

Figure 4 Organigram 

 
To fulfill the requirements of human capital we contemplate a staff composed by: 

1.- Managing Director 
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2.- Operative Coordinator 

3.- Bio-construction Staff 

4.- Innovation Staff 

5.- Ecology Staff 

In the beginning we will start hiring two positions: Managing Director and Bio-Construction 

Staff. The manager director will be involved and responsible for most of the organization's 

significant decisions (strategy, customers, sales, prices, etc.). The coordinator is the middle 

management of the company, being the link between the top management and the 

operations line of the organization and supporting the design, delegation, implementation, 

monitoring and updating of all staff areas. Regarding staff members, the ecology staff is in 

charge of the production of the service in the ecological aspect; bio-construction staff are in 

charge of reflecting the structure and ensuring that it is constantly reviewed; and innovation 

staff are responsible of implementing bioclimatic characteristics for the design. 

Figure 5 Organizational Chart 

 

2.5 Construction plans for sustainable housing 

2.5.1 Principles 

The design of the construction plans pursues to fulfil the principles of urban development 

established by IMPLAN and NAMA Project, thus serving to a new sector of implementation 

in the construction of settlements in Aguascalientes. It involves the combination of 

engineering and design of sustainable housing through the implementation of the following 

methods: 

a. Design Improvements (Vup Program & Multidisciplinary Working Teams) 

The idea behind this method is that everything could to be improved. When bringing 

together different disciplines and techniques from people coming from different cultures 

towards the solution of a collective issue, the experience of finding it and the solution itself 

becomes more holistic and sophisticated. 
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In order to keep improving, it is also necessary to design mechanisms where creativity is 

stimulated together with innovation. The Value Up tool is used in the automotive industry 

for encouraging the employees to speak out their minds with any idea related with 

improvements or cost reductions; any environment where the feeling of trust and listening 

is high has the tendency to be more productive and efficient. 

b. Optimization and Standardization of the Construction Chain 

Higher levels of efficiency are achieved by using the most of every resource (heat, cold, 

rain, wind, earth, etc.). Once the whole production system for construction is optimized and 

standardized, it is possible to reach high levels of productivity and then good incomes due 

to the reduction of time, movements and costs throughout the entire supply chain. 

c. Low Cost – Low Impact Housing Schemes (polygonal design, solar heat access 

& orientation, water treatment – collecting system) 

Main aspects of bio-construction are orientation, natural resources and climate in the design 

of heating and cooling systems, as well as building up houses. Reducing expenses in areas 

where investments are high, a significant reduction on costs can be achieved, which directly 

impacts the production costs and the final price. These construction schemes can contribute 

to the improvement of the economy together with the ecosystem in the region. 

2.5.2 Description 

Our goals and construction plans are aligned with the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable 

Development (UN). 

Figure 6 Agenda 2030 – Goals for Sustainable Housing 

 
Regarding the first goal (costs), green buildings have low energy costs. The use of gas, 

water and energy is very low. A building can maintain a high sales value if it contains 

sustainable components/concepts.  

Analyzing the efficiency factor, it can be divided into: a) water efficiency: green buildings 

recycle rain water and grey water and use them for toilet flushing for instance; b) energy 

efficiency: green buildings save energy because they only depend on renewable energies 

such as solar, hydro-power and wind power which are used for heat and electricity and help 
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improve the indoor air quality; c) material efficiency: green buildings are built from natural, 

non-toxic and recycled materials that are cheaper than traditional materials. In addition, they 

are eco-friendly such as bamboo, straw, recycled metal or concrete. With the combination 

of passive and active techniques, the dwelling will guarantee compliance with the 

requirements of health, lighting and habitability of the house, being able to achieve warm 

and comfortable interiors. 

When it comes to infrastructure, green buildings are efficient in both energy and water 

supply because they stretch the capacity of local infrastructure greatly. 

Finally, regarding high ROI rates, green buildings have huge return on investment rates and 

properties, saving money on energy and maintenance in the long-term. 

2.5.3 Organizational capacities 

There are different stages involved in the design of one construction plan. The two main 

departments involved are design and sales. Main facts as the activities and legal 

responsibilities of each employee are described in a chronological order and considering 

the time required for each of them. The legal responsibilities for the Managing Director are 

completed by the Articles of Association. To conclude, as a main input of this chart, we can 

assure the whole design process is no longer than four months, this define our working 

procedure during a year or determined period. 
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Table 1 Flow chart of sales  
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Table 2 Flow chart of design process 
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3 Market Analysis 

The municipality of Aguascalientes has experienced an accelerated demographic growth in 

the last 45 years (384%). The total population has increased in fourfold, accounting for 

181.277 inhabitants in 1970 and 877.190 inhabitants in 2015 (INEGI, 2016). Consequently, 

the city of Aguascalientes has increased its area in sevenfold for the same period (IMPLAN, 

2015). This process is reflected in the increase of total number houses that are currently 

under use for living purposes: 

Figure 7 Number of houses in Aguascalientes 

 
Source: adapted from INEGI (2015) 

As shown in the previous figure, the number of houses in Aguascalientes has increased in 

88% between 1995 and 2015. The tendency shows a steady rate of increase of 

approximately 5500 housing units per year. 

The growth of the city of Aguascalientes has been considered by “Instituto Municipal de 

Planeación (IMPLAN)” (Municipal Planning Institute), who has defined six urban principles 

in its report “Programa de Desarrollo Urbano de la Ciudad de Aguascalientes 2040” (Urban 

Development Program for the city of Aguascalientes 2040), namely: a) living city: respect 

for natural and human environments – sustainability; b) dynamic city: the urban dynamics 

should promote the economic activity of the city while preserving the natural environment; 

c) including city: all citizens have access to services, infrastructure, equipment and public 

spaces (social cohesion); d) creative city: community expressions about their own city that 

strengthen the city environment for current and future generations; e) secure city: urban 

zoning, land uses and public places; f) connected city: social, economic and cultural 

networks to promote local capacities (connectivity) (IMPLAN, 2015). 

3.1  Customers 

Currently, there are 47 construction companies that are registered in “Secretaría de 

Desarrollo Urbano del Municipio de Aguascalientes (SDUMA)” (Secretary for Urban 
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Development of the Municipality of Aguascalientes), which have a license to build new 

settlements in the city (Ledesma Gallegos, member of SDUMA, pers. comm.). The next 

table shows the potential customers of our company as well as the projects/settlements that 

they have built or are currently building: 

Table 3 List of construction companies with licenses in Aguascalientes 

 

Source: Secretaría de Desarrollo Urbano del Municipio de Aguascalientes 

Differences among customers have been identified. The strategy towards our potential 

customers will differ according to their size, vertical integration, location and type of the 

projects they develop. In the case of big customers, who normally have integrated the 

planning stage (engineering department) with construction stage, including some of the 

principles of sustainable settlements although not from an integrative approach and bio-

construction, the strategy will focus on out-sourcing, based on cost-benefit reduction of the 

planning stage. In the case of smaller companies, who either do not have an engineering 
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department or do not apply sustainable principles to their projects, the strategy will focus on 

updating their quality standards to adapt their projects to new requirements of efficiency 

and sustainability, looking to open new potential markets. 

In addition, there are individual potential customers (insured by a federal program), who 

pursue to build their houses following the principles of NAMA project. The aim of this project 

is to supplement on-going initiatives for energy-efficient housing. The two objectives are to 

extend penetration of basic efficiency standards to the entire new housing market in Mexico 

and upgrade efficiency standards to more ambitious levels. The strategy of our company 

will be to provide individual customers the construction plan to build any of the unit types of 

the NAMA project, namely: Eco-Casa1, Eco-Casa 2 and Passive House. These unit types 

include the concept of “Total Housing Concept”, based on energy efficiency and better 

emission profiles. 

3.2 Competition 

Looking through the market analysis, especially concerning the competitors to our business, 

Mexico has a National Chamber of Consulting Enterprises (CNEC) which comprises all of 

consulting companies that are relevant to our market sector. 

On CNEC website there is a list with all the affiliated consulting companies (CNEC, 2017), 

in this list a refined survey had been carried out using keywords such as civil works, 

sustainability, and housing/settlements to consulting companies where it was possible to 

find around 350 companies within the Mexican territory.  

So then, it was possible to carry out an even more detailed survey looking for consulting 

companies which could have a “portfolio” matching with our business scope/purposes. 

From the final survey, a number of 6 consulting companies was revealed as a potential 

competitor (see table 2), this means that they have, at least, one of the consulting services 

that Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R.L. might offer in Aguascalientes housing/settlements’ 

market. 

Table 4 List of consulting companies 

 
Source: CNEC (2017) 
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Moreover, after concluding and analyzing the current consulting market in Mexico, it was 

possible to perceive two main characteristics, as follows: 

First, there is an increasing real estate market willing to have sustainable solutions for 

individual houses and settlements and this market is a demanding one which reveals that 

people are willing to pay more for efficient, smart, integrated and sustainable 

housing/settlements plans which in the upcoming years will demand real estate construction 

companies (constructors), there are international consulting companies (KPMG and Veolia) 

which are already looking to this gap in the market. In this sense, federal and local 

governments are also implementing policies and promoting sustainable initiatives 

concerning constructions, housing/settlements and mobility giving priority for Mexican 

companies. 

For this demanding market, 6 companies which do not offer the complete “package” of 

sustainable housing plans, whether offering individual water supply and wastewater 

treatment for settlements or urban planning and sole sustainable projects are advantageous 

to our startup company (Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R.L.) which intends to offer not only a 

sustainable housing plan but a concept of increasing the standard of living in an efficient, 

smart, sustainable and integrated way.  

Second, from our survey there are around 350 consulting companies in Mexico, and from 

this group, there are 6 companies located in Aguascalientes which are not offering our 

services or even has the proper knowledge to fulfill the “sustainability housing gap” in 

Aguascalientes and, from this perspective they are potential clients.  

The current consulting companies in Mexico can demand from Colectivo Terra Vita S. de 

R.L., which has the know-how and disruptive ideas, the upcoming market needs. Also, as 

soon as our products are released, it will reveal the real demand for sustainable housing 

plans. 

4 Articles of Association 

4.1 Legal Scheme 

The company will be under the legal form of Limited Company (Sociedad de 

Responsabilidad Limitada “S. de R.L.”) as defined in the Articles of Association (Annex 1). 

4.2 Licenses 

To start the consultancy company, it is mandatory to be registered in “Secretaría de 

Hacienda y Crédito Público”, which assign the RFC (Federal Taxpayer Registration 

Number). The RFC does not have a specific cost. However, a requirement to be registered 

is the Constitutive Act of the company, which is done by a public notary based on Art. 5 and 
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6 of the “Ley General de Sociedades Mercantiles” (General Law of Commercial 

Companies). 

The requirements to formalize the Constitutive Act of the company by a public notary are: 

proof of identification of each partner, contributions of capital of each partner, birth 

certificates of each partners. 

Based on the research of three public notaries in Aguascalientes, the cost of this procedures 

is $5.000 MXN pesos. On the table below are presented three public notary options, which 

agree on 5 working days as time lapse. 

Table 5 List of notaries 

 

4.3 Employment Agreement 

The Employment Agreement can be found in the Annex 2. 

5 Financial planning 

5.1 Investments 

The initial investment to start the project will be furniture and informatics. The first one 

includes acquisition of desks, chairs, wardrobes and bookcases. The second one includes 

purchase of computers equipped with AutoCad, Microsoft Office, ArcGis licenses and other 

required software. Investments on land or interior or exterior infrastructure will not be 

included, since the company will rent an office. The total initial investment is $30.000 MXN 

pesos (see table 6). 

5.2 Funding and financing 

The total initial capital required to start the project was calculated as the sum of initial 

investments, labor costs and consumption costs for the first year of the company. The initial 

capital required is $709.856 MXN pesos. From this initial capital, 70% will be acquired by 

both from own capital funds and venture funds. The remaining 30% will be financed by a 

bank loan totalizing $212.957 MXN peso over a period of 3 years with an annual interest 

rate of 23% (see table 7). We assume the interest rate and the annual loan redemption to 

be constant over the running time of the bank loan. 

The revenue will be determined by the number of plans for sustainable settlements sold to 

construction companies and insured people in Aguascalientes. In order to cover the monthly 

expenses of the company, 50% of the total amount of the plan will be paid after signing the 
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contract in the beginning of the design and the remaining 50% of the total amount will be 

paid upon the final product has been acquired by the customers.  

We assume that the productivity of the company could be 3 plans per year at full capacity. 

However, due to an adaptation period, in the first year, the company will be producing plans 

at 40% of full capacity, which means 1 plan. After the first year, due to contracting new stuff 

and internal adaptation process, the productivity increases to 60% (2 plans in the second 

year). Finally, from the third year on, due to a second stage in contracting new personnel, 

new management structure and market positioning, the company will be running at full 

capacity (see table 10). 

For taxes declaration purposes, the financial statements will be elaborated according to the 

Mexican fiscal year, which starts the 1st of January and ends the 31st of December. 

5.3 Cost Analysis 

5.3.1 Depreciation costs 

The depreciation rates defined by Mexican State for furniture and informatics are 10% and 

25% respectively, which means that the furniture will be fully depreciated over a period of 

10 years, while informatics over a period of 4 years. We assume the depreciation rates to 

be constant over the period of analysis.  

Table 6 Depreciation costs 

 

5.3.2 Financing costs 

The financing costs are represented by the repayment of the bank loan at a constant interest 

rate of 23% in 3 years. The total financing costs arises to $97.960,16. The circulating capital 

was calculated to cover 3 months of utilities and labor costs to run the company. In addition, 

the unexpected was calculated as 5% of the sum of utilities and circulating capital. 

Table 7 Financing costs 

Year Balance of debt 
Interest 

rate 
Interest costs 

Refunding bank 
loan 

1  $   212,956.88  23%  $   48,980.08   $     70,985.63  

2  $   141,971.25  23%  $   32,653.39   $     70,985.63  

3  $     70,985.63  23%  $   16,326.69   $     70,985.63  

Sum of interest      $   97,960.16    

Sum repayment        $   212,956.88  

Circulating capital  $   132,825.00  
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Unexpected  $     15,731.25  … considered as investments without 
depreciation cost Sum   $   148,556.25  

 

5.3.3 Labor costs 

The labor costs are defined by salaries and taxes of the different members of company 

previously described in the organizational chart. During the first year, the company will have 

two employees, one manager director and one staff member mainly specialized in bio-

construction. In the second year, a second staff member will be hired to cover innovation 

area. In the third area, a third staff member will be included to work on ecology area. A 

coordinator will be hired to execute operative tasks and organize the work between staff 

members. 

The labor taxes in Mexico are defined by the federal institution “Instituto Mexicano de 

Seguro Social (IMSS)”, which include retirement and health insurances, and “Impuesto 

sobre la Renta (ISR). Both account for 33% of the agreed salary. According to Mexican 

labor law, 50% of the deductions are covered by the employee and 50% by the company. 

Table 8 Labor costs 

 

5.3.4 Consumption costs 

The consumption costs are mainly represented by utilities and services, totalizing 

$181.800,00. These involve monthly rent of the office, marketing analysis, legal 

representation and consultancy, technical services (topography, plotting/printing; 

administrative services; accountability/legal services), general services (water, electricity, 

internet), office expenses and logistics.  

Table 9 Consumption costs 

Utilities and services Costs 

Rent  $     54,000.00  

Marketing  $     12,000.00  

Representation and sales  $     24,000.00  

Technical services  $     24,000.00  

Legal consultancy  $        6,000.00  

Accountability  $     12,000.00  

Electricity  $        6,000.00  

Water  $        1,800.00  

Internet  $        6,000.00  

Office expenses  $     12,000.00  

Logistics and mobility  $     24,000.00  
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Total  $   181,800.00  

 

5.3.5 Self-costs 

The self-costs were calculated based on the utilization capacity of the company, number of 

plans produced per year and the total costs. As shown in table 10, the highest self-cost is 

in the first year, when the company runs at 40% utilization capacity and the financing costs 

are maximum. Already in the second year, there is a reduction in the self-costs determined 

by an increase in the utilization capacity together with less financing costs. In the third year, 

the financing costs come to an end because the bank loan is repaid. However, the labor 

costs increase considerable due to new staff and the hiring of a coordinator. Finally, the 

self-costs are minimum from the fourth year on, when the company is running at full capacity 

and there are no financing costs. 

Table 10 Self-Costs 

 

5.4 Price definition and revenue 

The price of the plans will be defined as a percentage of the margin of profitability of 

construction companies. According to specialists (pers. comm.) working in the construction 

sector in Aguascalientes, these companies receive an average of 30% margin of 

profitability. To estimate this value, the total costs of an average settlement project were 

calculated based on the costs per m2 and the average area of the settlements built in 

Aguascalientes in the last decade. As a result, the average profit of these companies is 

$34.116.425,92. The price of the plans will be defined as 1,5% of the profits of these 

companies, which represents $511.746,39 per plan. We assume a constant average margin 

of profitability and a constant percentage of these profits to define the price. 
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Table 11 Price definition 

 
The annual revenue of our company will be defined by the number of plans designed and 

the price defined according to the profit margin of construction companies. 

Table 12 Revenue 

 

5.5 Cash flow 

The following table shows the cash flow of the company for a period of 10 years. The taxes 

in Mexico are defined by federal law in 30% of the profit (www.tradingeconomics.com). 

Table 13 Cash flow 

 

Based on the cash flow shown in table 13, the initial capital invested in the project will be 

recovered in the year 6 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 Return of Investments 

 

5.6 Opening balance 

Table 14 Opening Balance 

 

6 Conclusion 

Considering the huge and increasing requirement of housing in Mexico, as well as in the 

city of Aguascalientes, our idea of integrative design is based on sustainable principles 

which is described in the market analysis section.  

Our main goal in the long run is to design for the social housing policies like NAMA’s housing 

scheme, which is being seriously targeted by Mexican government, as well as to individual 

customers, such as construction companies or single persons.  
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We charge construction companies per plan, regardless the size but based on a flat 

percentage overall the customer´s profit margin. By doing so the company is competitive 

enough with respect to competitors.  

The installed capacity for design process in the initial phase would be around one or two 

plans in the first two years of the company´s consolidation and then increasing profits and 

revenues from the third year on as it is planned to hire more employees until full capacity is 

reached. 

Considering that housing market is quite competitive and attractive, one of our main moto, 

is to focus more on quality than quantity. The initial investment may be sufficient enough for 

starting up and as first step to enter into the sustainable housing market which will have a 

scope for much larger investments from the government and private construction 

companies.         
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Annex 1 

Articles of Association  
Terra Vita will be registered as “Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada” with the acronym 

SdRL into the Trade Register, therefore, the legal framework for Colectivo Terravita are 

articles 58 to 86 of the General Law of Commercial Companies or “Ley General de 

Sociedades Mercantiles”. 

In accordance to the fact, to our company apply;  

 

Article I. As the company will be registered as Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada, 

company´s name will go immediately followed by the words "Sociedad de Responsabilidad 

Limitada" or its abbreviation "S. by R. L. Therefore, the name of the company will be 

“Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L.”. 

Article II. The partners are only obliged to pay their contributions, the social parties are 

not being able to be represented by negotiable instruments, to the order or to the bearer, 

since they will only be ceded in the cases and with the requirements established by the 

General Law of Commercial Company on its article 58, chapter IV.  

Article III. The Company’s registered office will be in city of Aguascalientes, Mexico and 

it may establish agencies, branches and representative offices in any place in the Mexican 

Republic. 

Article IV.  The corporate purpose is to offer construction plans, for public (social housing) 

and private sectors (construction companies), integrating waste treatment, water 

management, green technologies and landscaping design at the scale of residential 

developments to private houses. 

Article V. “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L” will not have more than fifty partners on any 

of its stages. 

Article VI. The social capital of “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L” will never be less than 

500´000.00 (five hundred thousand mxn pesos); it will be divided into parts which may be 

of unequal value and category, but which in any case will be of one thousand pesos or a 

multiple of this amount. 
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Article VII. As the company “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L” is constituted, the capital 

will be fully subscribed and exhibited, so less, fifty percent of the value of each social part. 

Article VIII. For the cession of social parts, as well as for the admission of new partners at 

“Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L”, it will be enough the consent of the partners representing 

the majority of the share capital, except when the statutes have a higher proportion. 

Article IX. When the transfer referred to in the previous article VI is authorized in favor of 

a person the company will have the right to the same and will enjoy a period of fifteen days 

for exercise it, counted from the date of the meeting in which the authorization was granted. 

If they were several partners that want to use this right, will compete with all of them in 

proportion to their contributions. 

Article X.  Transmission by inheritance of the social parties, will not require the consent of 

the partners, except for a pact that foresees the dissolution of the company due to the death 

of one of them, or that arranges the liquidation of the social part corresponding to the 

deceased partner, in the event that the company does not continue with the heirs of this one. 

Article XI. Each partner of “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L”, will not have more than one 

social part. When a partner makes a new contribution or acquire all or a fraction of the part 

of a co-partner, shall be increased in the respective amount the value of its social part, unless 

they are parties that have rights diverse, because then the individuality of the social parts 

will be conserved. 

Article XII. The social parts of “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L” are indivisible. 

Article XIII. Through and under the responsibility of the administrators and in accordance 

to Article 172 (one hundred seventy two) the company will submit a report annually will 

include at least:  

I) A report from the administrators on the progress of the company in the year, as well 

as on the policies followed by the administrators and, where appropriate, on the main 

existing projects.  

II) A report in which they declare and explain the main accounting and information 

policies and criteria followed in the preparation of the financial information. 

III) A statement showing the financial situation of the company at the closing date of the 

year. 
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IV) A statement showing duly explained and classified the results of the company during 

the year. 

V) A statement showing the changes in the financial situation during the year. 

VI) A statement showing the changes in the items that makes up the social assets, which 

occurred during the year. 

VII) The notes that are necessary to complete or clarify the information provided 

by the previous statements. 

Article XIV. The amortization of the social parts will not be allowed except in the measure 

and form that establish the current social contract at the moment in which the affected 

parties have been acquired by the partners. The amortization will take effect with the liquid 

profits of those that according to the Law can be arranged for the payment of dividends. 

Article XV.  The society will keep a special book of the partners of “Colectivo Terra Vita 

S. de R. L”, in which the name and address of each one, with indication of their contributions, 

and the transmission of the social parts. This will not be effective for third parties until after 

registration. 

Any person who proves a legitimate interest will have the power to consult this book, 

which 

will be in the care of the administrators, who will respond personally and severally to their 

regular existence and the accuracy of your data. 

 

Article XVI. The administration of “Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L” will be in charge of 

the Manager Director  as follows,  

The Managing Director or the Board of Directors, as applicable, will have all manner of 

powers of administration, for lawsuits and collections. They will have powers to issue and 

subscribe to credit instruments in accordance with articles 9 and 85 of the General Law of 

Credit Instruments and Operations, to file and answer complaints, to challenge judges, to 

compromise, to submit to arbitration, to make and receive payments, to execute agreements, 

to represent the company in all manner of civil, commercial or labor proceedings or 

procedures, to prepare and answer interrogatories, to file penal complaints or grievances and 

to ratify them, to assist the Office of the Government Attorney, to abandon complaints or 

grievances filed and to grant pardons, to carry out all manner of actions and steps before 
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administrative authorities for matters of interest to the company, to file all manner of appeals, 

including an appeal for relief under the Constitution and to abandon them.  

The Managing Director will not require any special authorization to make or implement his 

decisions:  

I) Represent the company before all manner of judicial, administrative 

or labor authorities with the above-mentioned powers.  

II) Carry out all pertinent actions and operations to fulfill the corporate 

purpose. 

III) Decide on expenses that must be incurred with a charge to the 

Company’s budget. 

IV) Execute and sign all manner of public or private contracts, agreements 

or documents and issue credit instruments according to the terms of 

articles nine and eighty-five of the General Law of Credit Instruments 

and Operations, whether issuing, accepting, endorsing, or 

guaranteeing them or to collect their amount or assume obligations on 

behalf of the company, to take out loans and open bank accounts or 

accounts of another nature on behalf of or for the account of the 

company. 

Article XVII. The resolutions of the managers will be taken by majority vote, but if the 

contract requires them to work together, unanimity will be needed, unless the majority 

considers that the society is in serious danger with the delay, because then it will be able to 

dictate the corresponding resolution. 

Article XVIII. Administrators who have not had knowledge of the act/resolution or who 

have voted in against, they will be free of responsibility. The action of liability in the interest 

of society against the managers. For the reimbursement of social patrimony, belongs to the 

assembly and to the partners individually considered; but these do not may exercise it when 

the assembly, with a favorable vote of three quarters of the share capital, has absolved the 

managers of their responsibility. 

The action of liability against the administrators also belongs to the social creditors; but it 

can only be exercised by the trustee, after the declaration of bankruptcy of the company. 
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Article XIX. The assembly of the partners is the supreme organ of “Colectivo Terra Vita S. 

de R. L”, constituted by Manager Director, Operative Coordinator and the Staffs. The 

resolutions shall be taken by majority vote of the partners representing at least half of the 

share capital, to not that the social contract requires a higher majority.  

Article XX. The assembly will have the next faculties:  

I) Discuss, approve, modify or fail the general balance corresponding to the fiscal 

year closed and take with these reasons, the measures they deem appropriate. 

II) Proceed to the distribution of profits 

III) Appoint and remove managers 

IV) Designate, where appropriate, the Supervisory Board. 

V) To resolve on the division and amortization of the social parts. 

VI) Demand, where appropriate, the supplementary contributions and accessory 

benefits. 

VII) To try against the social organs or against the partners, the corresponding 

actions for demand damages. 

VIII) Modify the social contract 

IX) Consent in assignments of social parties and in the admission of new partners. 

X) Decide on increases and reductions in social capital. 

XI) Decide on the dissolution of society, and 

XII) The others that correspond according to the Law or to the social contract. 

Article XXI Every member will have the right to participate in the decisions of the 

assemblies, enjoying the one vote for each thousand pesos of their contribution or the 

multiple of this amount that has been determined, except what the social contract establishes 

on privileged social parts. 

If a proposed decision of the directors is concerned with an actual or proposed transaction 

or arrangement with the company in which a director is interested, that director is not to be 

counted as participating in the decision-making process for quorum or voting purposes. 

(2) But if paragraph (3) applies, a director who is interested in an actual or proposed 

transaction or arrangement with the company is to be counted as participating in the decision-

making process for quorum and voting purposes. 

(3) This paragraph applies when: 
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a) the company by ordinary resolution misapplies the provision of the articles which would 

otherwise prevent a director from being counted as participating in the decision-making 

process; 

b) the director’s interest cannot reasonably be regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of 

interest; or 

c) the director’s conflict of interest arises from a permitted cause. 

(4) For the purposes of this article, the following are permitted causes: 

a) a guarantee given, or to be given, by or to a director in respect of an obligation incurred 

by or on behalf of the company or any of its subsidiaries; 

b) subscription, or an agreement to subscribe, for shares or other securities of the company 

or any of its subsidiaries, or to underwrite, sub-underwrite, or guarantee subscription for any 

such shares or securities; and 

c) arrangements pursuant to which benefits are made available to employees and directors 

or former employees and directors of the company or any of its subsidiaries which do not 

provide special benefits for directors or former directors. 

(5) For the purposes of this article, references to proposed decisions and decision-making 

processes include any directors’ meeting or part of a directors’ meeting. 

(6) Subject to paragraph (7), if a question arises at a meeting of directors or of a committee 

of directors as to the right of a director to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) 

for voting or quorum purposes, the question may, before the conclusion of the meeting, be 

referred to the chairman whose ruling in relation to any director other than the chairman is 

to be final and conclusive. 

(7) If any question as to the right to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) should 

arise in respect of the chairman, the question is to be decided by a decision of the directors 

at that meeting, for which purpose the chairman is not to be counted as participating in the 

meeting (or that part of the meeting) for voting or quorum purposes. 

Article XXII The assembly will meet at the registered office, at least once a year, at the time 

set in the contract. 
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Article XXIII The assemblies will be called by the Directors; if they did not do so, the 

Council of Surveillance, the assembly will be called by partners representing more than a 

third of the capital Social. 

Article XXIV. The social contract may record the cases in which the meeting of the 

assembly is not necessary, and in them the partners will be sent, by registered letter with 

acknowledgment of receipt, the text of the resolutions or decisions, with the corresponding 

vote in writing. 

Article XXV. Unless otherwise agreed, the modification of the social contract will be 

decided by the majority of the partners that represent, at least, three quarters of the share 

capital; with the exception of cases of change of object or of the rules that determine an 

increase in the obligations of the partners, in which unanimity of votes will be required. 

Article XXVI. As the social contract establishes, a Board of Directors for Surveillance 

will be constituted formed of partners representing the company. 

Article XXVII. The members have the right to receive interest of  nine percent per annum 

on their contributions, even if there were no benefits; but only for the period of time 

necessary for the execution of the works that. According to the purpose of the company, they 

must precede the beginning of their operations, without under any circumstances said period 

exceeds three years. These interests must be charged to general expenses. 

Article XXVIII. Any common seal may only be used by the authority of the directors. (2) 

The directors may decide by what means and in what form any common seal is to be used. 

(3) Unless otherwise decided by the directors, if the company has a common seal and it is 

affixed to a document, the document must also be signed by at least one authorised person 

in the presence of a witness who attests the signature. (4) For the purposes of this article, an 

authorised person is: 

I) any director of the company; 

II) the company secretary (if any); or 

III) any person authorized by the directors for the purpose of signing documents to which 

the common seal is applied. 

Article XXIX. Except as provided by law or authorised by the directors or an ordinary 

resolution of the company, no person is entitled to inspect any of the company’s accounting 

or other records or documents merely by virtue of being a shareholder.
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Annex 2 

Employment Contract  
 

 

This made as of the ______day of__________________, 20__ , between [name of employer] a 
corporation incorporated under the laws of Mexico, and having its principal place of business at 
_______________________(the "Employer"); and [name of employee], of the Municipality of 
__Aguascalientes, in the State of Aguascalientes(the "Employee"). 
 
WHEREAS the Employer desires to obtain the benefit of the services of the Employee, and the 
Employee desires to render such services on the terms and conditions set forth. 
 
IN CONSIDERATION of the promises and other good and valuable consideration (the sufficiency 
and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged) the parties agree as follows: 
 

1. EMPLOYMENT 

 

The Employee agrees that he will at all times faithfully, industriously, and to the best of employee skill, 
ability, experience and talents, perform all of the duties required of employee position. In carrying out 
these duties and responsibilities, the Employee shall comply with all Employer policies, procedures, rules 
and regulations, both written and oral, as are announced by the Employer from time to time. It is also 
understood and agreed to by the employee that employee assignment, duties and responsibilities and 
reporting arrangements may be changed by the Employer in its sole discretion without causing 
termination of employee agreement. 
 

(a) The employee is paid an amount of $15,000 (Mexican pesos) as salary and can be negotiated with 
employer before signing the agreement. 

(b) The number of working hours per week are 40. The Managing Director might work in weekends 
and will not paid any overtime pay as it is the sole duty of the Managing Director to manage the 
Company as he is the ‘trusted employee’ and also is responsible for the activities of and taken by 
the company.    

 

 

2. POSITION 

 

As a _____Managing Director_____, the Employee is required to perform the following duties and 
undertake the following responsibilities in a professional manner. 
 
 

(a) Represent the company before all manner of judicial, administrative or labor   authorities with the 
powers mentioned in the article of Article of Association of the company.  

(b) Carry out all pertinent actions and operations to fulfill the corporate purpose. 
(c) Decide on expenses that must be incurred with a charge to the Company’s budget.  
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(d) Execute and sign all manner of public or private contracts, agreements or documents and issue credit 
instruments according to the terms of articles nine and eighty-five of the General Law of Credit 
Instruments and Operations, whether issuing, accepting, endorsing, or guaranteeing them or to 
collect their amount or assume obligations on behalf of the company, to take out loans and open 
bank accounts or accounts of another nature on behalf of or for the account of the company. 

(e) Other duties as may arise from time to time and as may be assigned to the employee by the employer 
or the assembly of partners.  

(f) The Managing Director is also part of the assembly of partners, a supreme organ of “Colectivo Terra 
Vita S. de R. L” where the resolutions, important decisions and yearly financial statements are 
discussed. The assembly will meet once a year and the Managing Director is entitled to be present 
at every assembly meeting that takes place.    

 
 

3. VACATION 
 

(a)  The Managing Director shall be entitled to vacations in the amount of not less  
          than 8 days per annum as paid vacation. 

(b)  The Managing Director is free to work from employee place of interest if required as per 
employee will but is entitled to inform the assembly of partners regarding employee decision. 

(c)  If the Managing Director is a working mother then she is entitled to be paid maternity leave for 
as much as six weeks prior to and six weeks following birth. The employee benefit is paid directly 
by the IMSS and requires being employed (by the current employer) for 42 days prior becoming 
pregnant. 

          

4. BENEFITS 
 

(a) The Managing Director is entitled to get a bonus of a month pay on top of the existing monthly 
pay (13th month pay) and also a share of the ten percent of company’s profit as part of employee 
achievements for the financial year but the right to pay or no rests with the assembly of partners 
after reviewing the annual results of the company and accepted by the board. 

(b) The Managing Director receives the bonus mentioned above within 3 months but after the annual 
review of the company and results are accepted by the assembly of partners.    

              

 

 5. PROBATION PERIOD 

 

(a) It is understood and agreed that the first ninety days of employment shall constitute a 
probationary period during which period the Employer may, in its absolute discretion, terminate 
the Employee' in accordance to the procedure in clause eight below.  

 

 

 6. PERFORMANCE REVIEWS 
 

(a) The Employee will be provided with a written performance appraisal once per year and said appraisal 
will be reviewed at which time all aspects of the assessment can be fully discussed. 
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7. TERMINATION  
 

(a) The employer may rescind the employment relationship at any time for justified ‘cause’ without 
incurring any liability therefor.  

(b) The definition of ‘cause’ corresponds to the one mentioned in Article 47 of  
 Federal Labour Law of Mexico. 

      (c)  The employee will be informed of the termination ten days before the actual termination date.      
      (d) The employee is entitled to return all the assets employees given for the purpose work to the 

company after termination.  
      (e)  The employee acknowledges and agree that the company can terminate the employee relation at 

their will and any time but under the conditions stated in this clause.  
      (f)   The employee could also leave the company at will but then this will not apply. 

       (g)  If terminated without cause then employee is entitled to the following lump sum severance:  
a. Three months of the employee’s daily aggregate salary.  
b. Twenty days of the employee’s daily aggregate salary for each year of service. 

      (h)  Violation of confidentiality and social media policy mentioned in clause nine of this contract 
will also lead to the termination of employment as per procedures mentioned in this clause.    

  
     8. NON- COMPETITION  

 
 

(a) You covenant and agree that, during the term of your employment with the company and for 
three (3) months after the termination thereof, regardless of the reason for the employment 
termination, you will not, directly or indirectly, anywhere in the Mexican Republic, on behalf 
of any competitive business perform the same or substantially the same job duties. 

 
   9.  CONFIDENTIALITY AND SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY 

 

           (a) The employee convent and agrees that during the term of employment with the company and 
for 3 (Three) years after the termination thereof, regardless of any reason directly or indirectly 
divulge or disclose and return (after termination) the confidential information and trade 
secrets of the Company to anyone outside the company without the written consignment of 
the assembly of partners.  

           (b) Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L recognizes that the internet provides unique opportunities to 
participate in interactive discussions and share information on particular topics using a wide 
variety of social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs and wikis. However, employees’ use of 
social media can pose risks to Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L. confidential and proprietary 
information, reputation and brands, and can jeopardize the company’s compliance with 
business rules and laws. 

           (c)  Social media should never be used in a way that violates any other Colectivo Terra Vita S. de 
R. L. policies or employee obligations. If your post would violate any of Colectivo Terra Vita S. 
de R. L. policies in another forum and harass other employees of in social media in any way. 

           (d) The Managing Director should also never provide references for stakeholders on social or 
professional networking sites, as such references, positive and negative, can be attributed to 
Colectivo Terra Vita S. de R. L. and create legal liability for yourself and Colectivo Terra Vita 
S. de R. L. 
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  10. LAWS  

 

(a) The contract shall be governed by the Federal Labour Law of Mexico. 
 

 

   11. INDEPENDENT LEGAL ADVICE 

 

 The Employee acknowledges that the Employer has provided the Employee with a reasonable      
opportunity to obtain independent legal advice with respect to this agreement, and that either: 
 

(a) The employee has had such independent legal advice prior to executing this, or;   
(b) The employee has willingly chosen not to obtain such advice and to execute this 

without having obtained such advice.  
 

 

12. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

 
This contains the entire agreement between the parties, superseding in all respects any and all prior oral 
or written agreements or understandings pertaining to the employment of the Employee by the Employer 
and shall be amended or modified only by written instrument signed by both of the parties hereto. 
 

 

13. SEVERABILITY 

 

The parties hereto agree that in the event any article or part thereof of this is held to be unenforceable or 
invalid then said article or part shall be struck and all remaining provision shall remain in full force and 
effect.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Employer has caused this o be executed by its 
duly authorized officers and the Employee has set his hand as of the date first 
above written. 
 

 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED in the presence of: 
 
________________________________________  
[Name of employee] 
 
________________________________________  
[Signature of Employee] 
 
 
________________________________________  
[Name of Employer Rep] 
 
________________________________________  
[Signature of Employer Rep] 
[Title] 


